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Until quite recently the inheritance of acquired characteristics was not accepted; but in recent years the balance of opinion has swung over once again, but this time the case has been viewed from a slightly different angle.  This is due to work done by Professor Morgan on the fruit fly.  He discovered that the chromosomes (the bearers of hereditary characters) may be altered to a slight extent by various means, such as bombardment of the chromosomes by X‑rays.  Changes of this kind (mutations) can be produced artificially, although these mutations cannot be controlled.  Other rays, such as Cosmic Rays, which are radiated from other planets, might also affect the chromosomes.
Changes which have been brought about in the individual as the effect of environment on it, however, are not inherited.  This was illustrated by Weissmann, who cut off the tails of a number of succeeding generations of mice.  Yet the descendants continued to grow tails of normal length.  His argument was that the cells which are concerned with reproduction, i.e., the germ cells, were too well protected to be influenced by normal external conditions.  Thus in the light of new knowledge we can definitely state the cause of evolution.  Evolution is due to the action of Natural Selection on a series of spontaneously arising mutations.
Bergson’s “ Elan Vital ” Theory.—Bergson stated that evolution is due to some inherent urge within the protoplasm to better itself and to increase in complexity.  This urge may be of a psychological nature, something almost approaching a soul.  G. B. Shaw’s theory of “Life Force” is something similar to Bergson’s theory.
Ontogeny—Phylogeny or Phylogeny—Ontogeny ?—The individual starts life as a simple cell which divides and increases in complexity until finally the individual is formed.  This series of changes constitutes the life history of the individual (ontogeny).  All the stages in the history of the race (phylogeny) are thought to be repeated during Ontogeny.  This idea is known as the recapitulation hypothesis.  Sometimes, however, this smooth sequence is altered by mutations arising during ontogeny.  Much work has been done by Professor Morgan on the nature of these mutations, which are the cause of the many freaks in the plant and animal world, such as bulls with three horns and three eyes, and the horse with eight legs.  These changes must not be confused with the changes produced by the secretions of defective endocrine glands.  These latter characters are termed atavistic features, and are merely the effect of a capricious reversion to the same set of genetic circumstances as those in which the ancestors developed, and are not inherent.
Stages in the ontogeny of the higher animals and plants produce certain features which seem to be transient repetitions of ancestral features.  There is a bone in the wrist of apes which is seen only in the wrist of the embryo human being.  Again, in its early stages, the human embryo has the deep, narrow chest of the quadruped.  There are also a number of vestigial features which persist into the adult stage of man.  The helix of the outer car is a vestige of the pointed ear of the apes, and the appendix is a relic of our herbivorous ancestors.  Haeckel, a noted German Biologist, considered that ontogeny is a short and rapid version of phylogeny.  Thus lie considered that evolution occurred in one of two ways: (1) By deviating from the road taken by the parent, or (2) By advancing farther along the same path.
The problem is whether the genes (the vital factor in the chromosome, which bears the hereditary characters) are the result of modifications undergone by the ancestors during evolution, i.e. whether ontogeny is the result of phylogeny.  If the modifications undergone by ancestors are due to prior modification in the genes (such as mutations), then phylogeny is the result of ontogeny.

